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Download.How can you improve the impact of

your phone call before it’s even over? With
Clear Water Capital, it’s easy. Our leading-

edge fundraising technology and investment
professionals have identified four proven
ways to consistently and incrementally

improve the value of your phone calls. So, no
matter which phone call fundraising

technology you’re using, follow these tips to
improve the impact of your phone calls. 1.
Use a Creative Script People often ask us,
"What are the differences between a good

script and a great script? The answer is that
there are many differences, but probably the
most important difference is that people are
much more likely to remember a great script.
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The reason is simple. When a phone call is
going well, people have an open mind and are
more likely to listen to your message. When a

call goes bad, people hear the words "call"
and "capital" and assume that they must be

sales calls. They tune out or become
distracted. So, what are your phone call tips

for improving your scripts? First, avoid jargon
such as “lots of money,” “unprecedented

opportunity,” and “one-time shot” because
people won’t understand what you mean.

Think words like "big impact,” "growth
opportunity,” "solution," "long term,”
“unique,” and “win-win.” Additionally,

consider the following script tips: The facts —
you don’t have to use scripted questions for
most calls. You can customize your script to
the specific needs of the call. What’s more,
people tend to remember the 6d1f23a050
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